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Abstract
Contact force is a natural way for humans to interact
with the physical world around us. However, most of
our interactions with the digital world are largely based
on a simple binary sense of touch (contact or no contact).
Similarly, when interacting with robots to perform com-
plex tasks, such as surgery, richer force information that
includes both magnitude and contact location is impor-
tant for task performance. To address these challenges,
we present the design and fabrication of WiForce which
is a ‘wireless’ sensor, sentient to contact force magnitude
and location. WiForce achieves this by transducing force
magnitude and location, to phase changes of an incident
RF signal of a backscattering tag. The phase changes are
thus modulated into the backscattered RF signal, which
enables measurement of force magnitude and contact lo-
cation by inferring the phases of the reflected RF signal.
WiForce’s sensor is designed to support wide-band fre-
quencies all the way up to 3 GHz. We evaluate the force
sensing wirelessly in different environments, including
through phantom tissue, and achieve force accuracy of
0.3 N and contact location accuracy of 0.6 mm.

1 Introduction
Our sense of touch is critical for understanding and in-
teracting with the world around us. While interacting
with the physical world, force-sensitive mechanorecep-
tors in the skin respond to various vibrations, motions,
pressures, and stretching of the skin to provide us with
critical information on the location and magnitude of the
stimuli [1]. Thus, if we want the next generation of tac-
tile sensors to emulate how our skin reacts to stimuli, we
need to both sense the magnitude and location of contact
forces acting on the sensing surface.

Current skin-like continuum tactile sensors enable nu-
merous critical applications. These applications mostly
involve dexterous tasks to be performed via mechani-
cal tools or robotic manipulators, rather than via human
hands. For example, in order to grasp and manipulate
an object, a robot must be able to sense where and how
firmly it is pressing the object [2, 3]. Another example
can be seen during minimally invasive surgery, where
a surgeon must operate inside the body with a surgical
tool that naturally contacts numerous tissues throughout
the procedure. A sensing layer which acts like a skin
covering the entire surgical tool could enable safer surg-
eries [4–6], since the surgeon would know exactly where

the tool is in contact with the tissues and with how much
force. In addition to these robotics applications, tactile
sensing can supplement our interactions with the digi-
tal world. Most of our current interactions with digital
technologies occur with aid of a touchscreen, which bi-
narizes human contact into simply touch/no-touch, and
the richer information on contact force is typically lost.
Augmenting our digital interfaces with the capability to
sense the magnitude of the forces with which we interact
with them could lead to more natural, intuitive, and real-
istic interactions, creating new possibilities for the evolv-
ing AR/VR settings [7–9].

Driven by these applications, design of such contin-
uum sensor skins has been an active area of research
over the past decade [10–20]. The common approach
has been to create a sensing surface consisting of an
array of discrete force sensitive resistors or electrodes,
whose measurements are interpolated to reconstruct a
continuum force profile. However, this approach has pro-
hibitive wiring costs [10–16], since it requires a wired
link to obtain data from each individual sensor, as well
as wires for satisfying the power requirements. In scenar-
ios where space is a premium, including surgical robotic
applications, this wiring challenge is exacerbated, and
force sensing for the surgical robotics has been acknowl-
edged as a ‘Grand-Challenge’ [21]. One way to address
the wiring requirements is to reduce the density of sen-
sors in the surface and improve the interpolating algo-
rithms [10–12]. A more drastic solution is to eliminate
the wiring problem completely by creating new sens-
ing modalities with modest power requirements such that
both the sensor feedback and power can be delivered
wirelessly [13, 14, 16].

Motivated by these challenges, we present WiForce,
which makes progress in this direction by sensing force
magnitude and location over a 1-D continuum by lever-
aging backscattering techniques. Rather than generating
a wireless signal to feed back the sensor readings, which
would require power-hungry electronics, WiForce’s sen-
sor transduces force magnitude and location directly onto
the reflections of the incident RF signals. The design has
very minimal power requirements, and consists of only
one antenna, a small identification unit, and a force con-
tinuum surface. Thus, WiForce presents a new tactile
sensing modality, which makes headway towards bat-
teryless wire-free sensor skins.

The key enabler for such a low-powered design is the



Figure 1: Beam bending in effect of contact force: As contact
force increases (shown via increasing arrow lengths), the top
beam bends and collapses more and more onto the bottom beam

transduction mechanism, which modulates the reflected
signal with information on the contact force and its lo-
cation, by altering the RF signal parameters as applied
force on the sensor changes. To achieve this, WiForce
links contact force, a mechanical entity, to RF signal pa-
rameters by combining classical beam bending models
and RF transmission line concepts, using a novel sen-
sor surface. This sensor surface consists of two paral-
lel conductive traces, similar to a microstrip line, aug-
mented with a soft specialized polymer beam. As a force
is applied at a specific location on the sensor surface, the
beam bends, causing the traces to connect (Fig. 1). From
the RF perspective, this beam bending leads to shorting
of the traces, which causes reflection of signals. From
the mechanical perspective, the soft beam allows us to
use beam bending models to characterize how the short-
ing phenomenon changes as the applied force increases.

Essentially, the shorting points shift towards the ends
of the sensor, as the applied force increases and the soft
layer of the beam bends and flattens on the bottom trace
(Fig. 1). By estimating the shorting lengths from both
ends of the sensor, we can determine the magnitude and
location of the applied force. The shorting lengths are
related to the signal phases measured on both the ends
of the sensor. Basically, the longer the signal travels on
the sensor surface, the more phase change it will accu-
mulate. The goal at the wireless reader is to measure
the accumulated phases due to signal propagation on the
sensor surface from both the ends, in order to use the
transduction mechanism to sense and localize the forces.

To enable sensing of these phases by the wireless
reader, the phases from both ends have to be disam-
biguated, and thus each end has to be given an identity.
To do so, a naive solution would be to have RF switches
toggling on-off with different frequencies on either ends
( fs1 , fs2 , Fig. 2), with the toggling frequency providing
the unique identity to each of the ends. However, this
naive solution does not work out of the box, because the
two ends are electrically connected to each other via the
transmission line, causing signals to leak from one end
to the other, which would in turn cause intermodulation
effects. To resolve this issue, WiForce comes up with a
creative RF switch toggling strategy, which not only pro-
vides electrical isolation to combat intermodulation, but
also provides different identities to these ends in terms
of different frequency shifts. Thus, the external wireless

Figure 2: The key insight of WiForce is to view the paral-
lel beams as a microstrip line. Force Fc and it’s location lc
gets transduced onto changes in the reflections due to the line
shorting caused by beam bending. The wireless reader uses the
reflected signals to estimate lc,Fc

reader is able to view the sensor ends as having different
identities in frequency domain, as envisioned by the intu-
itive scheme in Fig. 2, with the intermodulation problem
abstracted out via the intelligent toggling scheme.

The final piece in WiForce is designing the wireless
reader, such that it can use any wireless device (like WiFi
(OFDM) or LoRa (FMCW)) with wide-band transmis-
sion to read the WiForce’s force and location. The task
of the wireless reader is two-fold, first identify and iso-
late the signals coming from the sensor and second, ac-
curately track the phase of the sensor signal. Since the
wireless phase observed by the reader can also be altered
by various entities in the environment, the task of read-
ing phase changes stemming only from the sensor is non-
trivial. Hence, WiForce designs a novel signal process-
ing algorithm which utilizes periodic wide-band channel
estimates to pick up the reflection signatures from the
sensor to isolate the signal, as well as to read the phase
changes at multiple frequencies, providing robustness to
the phase sensing requirements for the proposed force
transduction mechanism.

We designed and fabricated the sensor with a soft-
polymer augmented microstrip line, which is ‘force-
sensitive’. That is, the microstrip line sensing surface has
bending properties which maximize the phase changes
transduced by contact forces. This sensing surface
was retrofitted with RF-switches and antenna to enable
backscattered feedback. The fabricated sensor works for
the entire sub-3 GHz verified with the test equipment
(vector network analyzer). We evaluated the WiForce
sensor abilities to report force magnitude and location
in multiple settings, both indoors and inside a body-like
environment using gelatin. We used USRP radios as the
readers, and tested the sensor at 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz,
which are the two most popular ISM bands. We show
that the sensor can be read up to 5 meters of range over
the air, and show the algorithm working even with prop-
agation through the gelatin-based muscle/fat/skin tissue
layers composition similar to the human body to demon-
strate the surgical applications. We achieved phase sens-



ing with an accuracy as low as 0.5o, giving us a force
resolution of 0.3 N, and location accuracy of 0.3 mm.
We also showcase the ability to read from multiple sen-
sors, by sensing forces from 2 sensors simultaneously.
Finally, we even evaluated our force sensor with a user
pressing with his hand, and we achieved force resolution
of 0.3 N, and location accuracy of 0.3 mm. In fact, recent
interfaces for Human-Computer Interactions (HCI) work
shows that similar resolution (0.2 N) is required to sup-
port force enabled gestures on smartphones and desktop
computers [22]. We believe this is the first step towards
enabling numerous force sensing applications.

2 Background and Motivation
The problem of sensing tactile phenomenon over a sur-
face continuum has attracted considerable research inter-
est [10–12, 15, 18, 20]. The usual approach has been to
densely populate the surface with either force sensitive
resistors [15], electrodes [10–12, 20], or force sensitive
yarns [18]. The continuum sensing is performed by in-
terpolating over the sensor readings of these discrete sen-
sors. Numerous papers in the past decade have raised the
issues stemming from the wiring requirements of the de-
veloped sensor skin modalities [13, 14, 16].

Researchers have tried addressing these issues by con-
sidering sparser deployments, such as considering sen-
sors only on the boundaries [20], or populating the sen-
sors in a minimal way across the surface [10, 23]. Al-
though these efforts have reduced the wiring require-
ments for sensing considerably, these surfaces still lack a
solution to both feedback the sensor readings wirelessly,
as well as get rid of wired battery connections required
for these sensing efforts. Recent review papers have ad-
vocated the need of powering up these sensing surfaces
with energy harvesting methods to alleviate the battery
requirements [14, 16], and a backscatter-enabled sensor
is a promising approach to address the battery concerns.

Before re-designing the sensing modalities to be com-
patible with low-powered backscatter communications,
a key question to answer is whether a hybrid solution
would work. That is, can we take one of the sens-
ing solutions requiring the least number of wired con-
nections across the surface [10, 20] and feedback the
sensor readings via currently developed backscattering
RFICs1 [24, 25]. However, this solution won’t suffice
since these backscatter links typically work with a RF
energy harvestor, which generates small voltages capa-
ble of powering a small RFID chip, and not a large con-
tinuum sensing surface. Further we would need to sense
multiple voltages from these electrodes via an array of
ADCs (Fig. 3), managed by a micro-controller, which

1This fusion of sensor skin + backscatter RFIC has not been yet
demonstrated, however we consider it as an hypothetical scenario
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Figure 3: Force feedback design, WiForce in comparison with
a possible wireless extension to existing sensing modalities

would then digitize and buffer the data for transmission
through the low capacity backscatter link.

Hence, WiForce attempts a RF-only analog approach,
where the sensing modality directly transduces force and
its location into wireless signal phase changes, which can
be read by a radio over the air. The argument here is that,
if analog phase readings can be fed back accurately, it
would require much less power than procuring the ana-
log readings, digitizing/buffering them, and then sending
them over the backscatter link. Thus, the novel force
to phase transduction mechanism, coupled with the ana-
log phase feedback, fulfills both the key requirements for
low powered tactile sensing – the ability to sense over a
continuum and low-powered battery-free operation.

3 Design of WiForce
In this section, we present the design principles of
WiForce. First, we describe WiForce’s force transduc-
tion mechanism, which translates the force and its ap-
plication location to changes in the RF signal phase.
Next, we present novel algorithms to measure changes
in the RF properties to deduce the force and its applica-
tion location wirelessly. Finally, we conclude with a ro-
bust channel measurement technique that uses a wireless
waveform to read the sensors while rejecting multi-path.

3.1 Force Transduction Mechanism
As a first step towards a backscattered force sensor,
WiForce has to formulate a transduction mechanism
which relates force magnitude and application location,
to parameters like RF signal amplitude and phase, which
can then be used to modulate the sensor readings onto the
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Figure 4: Bending of (a) Thin, (b) Soft beam augmented thick
trace, as forces increase (F1 < F2 < F3). The soft beam dis-
tributes forces along the length, which leads to profound phase
changes (c) as compared to thin traces w/o soft beam

reflected signals. The challenge here is to take an object
(like transmission lines) which supports RF signal prop-
agation, and make it force-sensitive. That is, RF propa-
gation in this object should give significant changes in its
signal parameters as we press the object at different loca-
tions with varying force magnitudes. In this section, we
will elaborate on how WiForce makes microstrip lines
‘force-sensitive’.

A microstrip line traditionally consists of two parallel
conducting traces– the signal trace and the ground trace.
A force applied to the microstrip line would cause the
traces to bend and come in contact with each other, which
shorts the line and leads to signal reflections. The reflec-
tions produced by this shorting have different phase ac-
cumulation based on the location of pressing. However,
this reflected phase is not sensitive to force magnitude
at all. That is, irrespective of the contact force applied,
the traces will short each other only in the vicinity of a
single point (Fig. 4a). The contact point invariance leads
to a near invariant phase response as force is changed
(Fig. 4c), therefore preventing the measurement of force
through phase changes.

WiForce modifies the traditional microstrip line by
augmenting a new soft, flexible beam on top of the sig-
nal trace to address this problem and make the microstrip
line force-sensitive. The key insight here is that the soft
beam distributes the force along the length of the trace
(Please refer to [26] for details on the mechanical imple-
mentation of the sensor). The distributed force leads to
a finite length of the signal trace to come in contact with
the ground trace, creating two distinct shorting points, as
shown in Fig. 4b. Further, these shorting points shift to-
wards the ends as the applied force magnitude increases.
Varying shifts induce different phase changes since the
signals travel less distance on the microstrip line before
getting reflected at the shorting points. Hence, the reflec-
tions caused by higher magnitude forces accumulate less
phase relative to the reflected phases when lower force
was applied. Thus, the soft beam augmented microstrip
line allows phase to force transduction (Fig. 4c).
This beam bending effect manifests itself in the form of
a varying phase-force relationship depending on the con-
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Figure 5: The shorting points shift due to increased force be-
cause of bending of the soft beam, changing the reflected phase.
When the force is applied at the middle, we observe symmetric
phase change across the two ports, whereas when force is ap-
plied towards the ends, we see asymmetric phase changes, due
to the beam bending mechanism illustrated in the top row

tact force’s point of application (Fig. 5, top images). A
force applied in the middle of the sensor compresses it
symmetrically, and therefore the reflected signals from
both the ends show similar phase changes. In contrast,
a force that acts asymmetrically will disproportionately
compress the smaller length of the beam. Therefore, the
end near the smaller length shows a higher phase shift
than the end near the longer one. The longer length col-
lapses onto the bottom trace, leading to an almost station-
ary shorting point as the force increases (Fig. 5, bottom
images). These varying phase changes that depend on the
location of a contact force also allow WiForce to local-
ize the force application point. Thus, the double-ended
measurement allows us to estimate the applied force’s
magnitude and its application location along the sensor
length. However, at the same time, this asymmetric be-
havior of phase change with force contact location ne-
cessitates sensing phases from both ends of the sensor.

3.2 Two-ended backscatter modulation
As described in the previous section, sensing phases
from both ends of the sensor forms the cornerstone of
the phase to force transduction mechanism. This is be-
cause it allows to disambiguate the different force pro-
files observed as the sensor is pressed at different loca-
tions, which basically allows us to both locate and then
measure how much force was being applied. In this sec-
tion, we will go over how to attempt this double ended
phase sensing via wireless backscatter sensing.

The first and foremost thing which any backscatter
sensing solution needs, is an ability to give an identifica-
tion to the reflections occurring at the sensor. This iden-
tification helps the wireless reader isolate the sensor re-
flections from the environmental clutter. A popular tech-
nique to do so has been to use RF switches toggling at
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Figure 6: RF switches toggle between sensor (on) and 50 Ω

(off) depending on the control input. Different freq. clocks as
control inputs introduce intermodulation due to both switches
being toggled on at the same time (grey shaded time instants)

different frequencies as identification unit [27–29]. This
technique basically multiplies the incident signal with an
on-off modulation of certain switching frequency.

In frequency domain, this operation leads to fre-
quency shifts corresponding to the switching frequency.
Putting this mathematically, say the sensor receives the
excitation signal s(t) and reflects s(t)m(t) where m(t)
is a square wave, with time period T . Expanding
m(t)’s Fourier series, we get odd harmonics, m(t) =
∑k∈(2i+1),i∈Z

1
|k|e

( j2πk fst) where fs = 1
T . Ignoring the

high order harmonics, we get reflected signal as r(t) =
s(t)m(t)≈ s(t)e j2π fst . Hence the reflected signal will be
shifted by the switching frequency± fs, which allows the
reflected signal, r(t), to be isolated from the excitation
signal, s(t) in the frequency domain.

A naive extension of this idea to the double ended
sensing problem at hand, would be to have switches at
both ends of the sensor and make them switch at dif-
ferent frequencies ( fs1/ fs2 ). Theoretically, this solution
should give separate identities to reflections emanating
from both the ends. However, the problem at hand is in-
herently coupled to allow for such naive de-coupled solu-
tions, because both the ends are physically connected to
each other via a microstrip line. When both the switches
are toggled-on, the signals will propagate through the
sensor and leak out from the other end (Fig. 6). This
causes intermodulated reflections, where the reflected
signal would be partially modulated by both toggling fre-
quencies, leading to muddled up identities.

The challenge in avoiding the intermodulation effects
is that the sensor has to reflect signals from the opposite
end when a switch is toggled on. Using reflective RF
switches in the off state allows us to make either of the
ends reflective, under the restriction that the other should
be off when one switch is on. Said differently, we want
to design a coupled two-ended switching scheme, which
gives separation in frequency domain, under the con-
straint that both switches are not ‘on’ at the same time.
The unique insight which allows WiForce to have such
an switching scheme, is the use of duty cycle properties
of square wave Fourier series.

In a standard square wave, with 50% duty cycle, all
the even harmonics (i.e. every second harmonic) are
absent. Similarly, in a wave with 25% duty cycle, ev-

RF Switch 1
2f with 25% duty cycle
Modulation at 2f, 4f, 6f...

RF Switch 2
f with 25% duty cycle
Modulation at f, 2f, 3f...

f

f2f

Splitter

Figure 7: The duty-cycled modulation ensures that switches
aren’t toggled on at once, as well as providing freq. separation

ery fourth harmonic would be absent. Hence, a fre-
quency fs, 25% duty cycle square wave will give mod-
ulation at fs,2 fs,3 fs,��4 fs5 fs, . . . Similarly, a frequency
2 fs, 25% duty cycle square wave will give modulation
at 2 fs,4fs,6 fs,��8 fs,10 fs . . . Observe that a combination of
these 2 clocks will cause interference at 2 fs, but can be
read up individually at fs for the former clock, and 4 fs for
the latter clock. Hence, a combination of these 2 clocks
can provide separation in the frequency domain. Also,
by controlling the initial phases of these two clocks, we
can suppress the intermodulation problem as well. This
is possible because when one clock is high, the other
clock will be guaranteed to be low and vice versa (Fig. 7).
Hence, at any given time, only one port will be on, and
other port will be reflective open.

Further, this clocking design allows us to reduce the
form factor requirements, instead of having 2 antennas,
one for each end of the sensor, we can just have just a
one antenna design using a splitter. Since the clocking
strategy provides separation in the frequency domain, we
can add the modulated signals from the either ends via a
splitter. Thus, the wireless reader can identify the two
ends by reading at fs,4 fs frequency shifts.

3.3 Sensing Forces at the Wireless Reader
Till now, we have described the phase-force transduc-
tion mechanism, and delineated a method to give dis-
ambiguated identities to both ends of the sensor. Now,
in this section, we move on to the description of how
the wireless reader is designed. We design our wireless
reader to detect the separate identities stemming from
frequency shifts, and then extract the valuable phase in-
formation which allows us to sense and localize forces.
The key insight of WiForce here is to view the fre-
quency shifts from the sensor as ‘artificial-doppler’ and
use wide-band channel estimates in order to estimate the
doppler and thus isolate the signal coming from the sen-
sor. This approach to view the backscatter tag’s fre-
quency shift as an artificial doppler has been also uti-
lized in some of the recent past work [28]. Finally, to
obtain the required analog phase estimates required to
sense and localize the forces, we utilize that fact that
force, a mechanical quantity, changes slowly (at about
1 kHz rate [30–32]), as compared to MHz’s of RF band-
width. This allows us to group the channel estimates and



perform a ‘short-time phase transform’, which enables us
to track the phase shifts at the two artificial doppler bins
corresponding to the two ends of the sensor.

The algorithm WiForce uses to extract the backscat-
tered phases embedded inside the wideband channel es-
timates is visually illustrated in Fig. 8. Say we are esti-
mating the channel periodically after every T seconds,
with frequency steps of F . If we use OFDM chan-
nel sounding strategy, T will be the time of the OFDM
frame, and F will be the subcarrier spacing. We denote
H(kF,nT ) = H[k,n] where k is subcarrier index and n is
time index. If there are M multipaths in addition to the
signal coming from the sensor, we can write the channel
estimates from geometric channel model as

H[k,n] =
M

∑
i=1

αie− j2πkF di
c +(s1(nT )e− jφ1

n

+ s2(nT )e− jφ2
n )αse− j2πkF ds

c

(1)

Here, αi is the attenuation factor for the i-th path, di
is the distance separation between the TX-reflector and
reflector-RX, and φ 1

n ,φ
2
n is the phase accumulated from

the RF propagation in the microstrip line sensor at time
index n from sensor end 1 and sensor end 2. s1(t),s2(t)
are the duty-cycle square wave modulations to give in-
termodulation free frequency identities at fs,4 fs as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2. Ignoring the higher harmonics
terms in s1(t),s2(t), we get

H[k,n]≈
M

∑
i=1

αie− j2πkF di
c +(e j2π( fs)nT e− jφ1

n

+ e j2π(4 fs)nT e− jφ2
n )αse− j2πkF ds

c

(2)

Now, to isolate the signal from the sensor, we take FFT
over the n index, to obtain H̃[k, f ]. We observe N channel
snapshots to calculate, H̃[k, f ] = ∑

N
n=1 H[k,n]e− j2π f nT .

Assuming φ 1
n ,φ

2
n stay constant over the period of N snap-

shots, at fs, 4 fs, we have,

H̃[k,{ fs,4 fs}] =
N

∑
n=1

H[k,n]e− j2π{ fs,4 fs}nT

= αse− j2πkF ds
c e jφ{1,2}n

(3)

Observe that for this transform, the nyquist frequency
would be 1

2T , and hence, fs has to be chosen such that
4 fs ≤ 1

2T . The switching frequency fs can be related to
an equivalent Doppler, fs =

fcv
c , and thus an object in the

environment moving at velocity v = c fs
fc

would create in-
terference with the sensor signal. However, the chosen fs
is large enough so that this equivalent speed is so high to
guarantee that, the signal observed in the frequency bins
corresponding to fs,4 fs are free from multipath clutter.

However, recall that while writing Eqn. (3), we as-
sumed φ 1

n ,φ
2
n stay constant as n goes from 1 to N. That

is, the transform is only valid when the phases from the
sensor ends do not change much over the period of taking
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Figure 8: WiForce’s reader utilizes wideband channel esti-
mates to isolate sensor signal from multipath in doppler do-
main. Arranging the channels into ‘groups’ allows to read
phase changes across subcarriers to give robust measurements

the transform. This is a reasonable assumption to make,
since the sampling is occurring in MHz rate, whereas
force will at max change in rate of kHz, since it is a
mechanical quantity. However, we can not obviously as-
sume the phase to stay constant forever, and, the phase
will change as we apply force on the sensor which would
move the shorting points. More importantly, we need
to not only tweak the standard doppler transform to re-
spect phase change, we also need to estimate the phase
changes in order to estimate the forces. Thus, WiForce
designs an algorithm similar to the familiar short-time
transforms. The algorithm divides the channel estimates
into groups of Ng, referred to as ‘phase-groups’. For
each phase-group we first take the harmonics FFT as de-
scribed earlier and obtain two K×1 vectors from Eqn.3
for FFT frequency fs, 4 fs. Assume that there are G such
phase groups, i.e. N = GNg. For all the Ng samples
of g-th group, φ 1

n ,φ
2
n ≈ φ 1

g φ 2
g∀n ∈ {1,2, . . .Ng} from the

choice of Ng to respect the time it takes for the force to
become effective. The output at g-th phase group, k-th
subcarrier, after harmonics FFT at fs,4 fs, is denoted as
P1[k,g],P2[k,g].

P{1,2}[k,g] = H̃[k,{ fs,4 fs}] = αse− j2πkF ds
c e jφ{1,2}g (4)

To get rid of the air phases, we can obtain the phase
change between 2 groups by conjugate multiplication:

P̃{1,2}[k,g] = P{1,2}[k,g+1]∗ conj(P{1,2}[k,g])

= α
2
s e j(φ{1,2}g+1 −φ

{1,2}
g ) (5)

Hence, we have
∠P̃1[k,g] = φ

1
g+1−φ

1
g ,∠P̃2[k,g] = φ

2
g+1−φ

2
g (6)

for each subcarrier k. Observe that the right side of the
equation is the phase change independent of k, which en-
tails that we have K independent estimates of the phase
change from the K subcarriers. Thus, we can estimate
very precise phase changes by averaging over these K in-
dependent estimates, allowing WiForce to calculate very
precisely the analog phase changes.

The last piece in the puzzle to conclude the design sec-
tion, is to internalize how can we use differential phase



Figure 9: Differential Phase measurements can be compen-
sated with fixed quantity φno-touch procured via calibration, to
obtain the quantity of interest φtouch, which varies with force
magnitude and location

to sense and localize the contact forces. In fact, since
force is an event based quantity, that is, unlike quanti-
ties like temperature, moisture, which sense the ambient
quantity, tactile sensors have to sense the force from an
‘touch-event’ which exerts certain force on the sensor at
a given location. When we measure the differential phase
between the ‘no-touch’ and ‘touch’ events, we can mea-
sure differential phase and obtain the absolute phase by
simply subtracting the phase which the waves accumu-
late when the sensor is at rest (Fig. 9). Since this no-
touch phase is a fixed quantity and depends only on the
length of the trace, we measure it beforehand via a VNA
setup and compensate. Hence, compensating the differ-
ential phase with the VNA calibrated no-touch phase al-
lows us to recover phases from both the ends, which can
then used by the transduction mechanism in order for es-
timation of force magnitude and location at the reader.

4 Implementation
4.1 Microstrip line RF Interfacing
To support the two broad applications targeted by
WiForce, the sensor must give good RF propagation per-
formances at 900 MHz (for in-body sensing applications)
and at 2.4 GHz (to be compatible with Wi-Fi/Bluetooth
standards). From our simulations (Section 10.2), we ex-
pect that by having the ratio between trace width and
sensor height to be around 4 : 1, we should get good
impedance matching. Hence, we design an air substrate
microstrip line with trace width of 2.5 mm, ground trace
width of 6 mm and height of 0.63 mm, for a sensor length
of 80 mm. To verify the impedance matching, we as-
sess the RF design performance of the sensor in terms of
insertion/thru losses. For this, we perform a 2 port am-
plitude/phase analysis using VNA. As visible in Fig. 10,
this leads to a S11/S22 ratio below -10 dB over the entire
frequency range from 0 to 3 GHz, along with linear S12
phase, which justifies the broadband nature of the sensor.

4.2 Forming the sensor model with soft
beam microstrip line

After having verified the RF properties of the microstrip
line, we fabricate the soft layer using Ecoflex 00-30 (a
commonly used elastic material [33–35]). The Ecoflex
layer is placed onto the top trace to create the WiForce
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Figure 10: 2 port RF profiling of the sensor. S11 stays below -
10 dB across 0-3 GHz, with S12 around 0 dB with linear phase.

sensing surface with thick traces, endowed with the novel
phase to force transduction mechanism.

To verify if the sensor is following the transduction
mechanism, we exert forces on the sensor at 5 locations,
namely 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 mm (20, 40, 60 marked
in Fig. 11). We expect the beam to show a symmet-
ric phase changes on both the ends when tested at the
center point, and asymmetric phase changes for the end
points, as described in Section 3.1. When pressed on
the end points, the port near the pressing location would
show more phase change, whereas the other end essen-
tially shows a constant phase as force increases. For this
testing, we use the setup visible Fig. 11, where an inden-
ter allows us to apply a force at a given location on the
sensor, and a load cell on which the sensor is attached, al-
lows us to collect the values of force magnitudes applied.
As seen clearly in the 20/40/60 mm figures in Table 1, the
phases do follow the beam bending model as discussed
above, since 40 mm testing shows symmetric behaviour,
whereas for 20/40 mm, one of the ends show a constant
phase as force magnitude is increased.

We now use the data obtained by applying forces at
all 5 locations, and compute a cubic-fit to make a sensor
model that allows us to compute the force magnitude and
force location based on the measured phase changes. To
confirm the validity of the model, we asses it at an inter-
mediate point (55 mm), and plot the phase-force profile
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Figure 11: Sensor on the load cell platform, The actuated
indenter which can move up-down to exert force on the sensor,
as well as left-right, to do so at a particular location, shown via
blue arrows . A load cell below the platform and VNA (not
shown here) provide force, phase ground truth measurements.
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Table 1: Ground truth phase-force profiles (red) measured via the VNA and load cell setup show symmetric phase changes when
pressed at center (lc = 40mm, total length is 80mm), and asymmetric phases when pressed at lc = 20,60mm, as discussed in
Section 3.1. We collect VNA data at lc = 20,30,40,50,60mm, and perform a cubic fit to get the sensor model, which is evaluated
by testing at intmd. lc = 55mm. The wireless phase measurements, as well as the model predictions at 55mm consistently overlap
with ground truth, warranting the performance of WiForce’s design .

as predicted by the model alongside the ground-truth pro-
file we collect from the VNA. As visible in Table 1, all
graphs for force applied at 55 mm overlay on each other,
which confirms the reliability of the sensor model.

4.3 Clock Design and RF Switches
To encode the phase changes caused by different short-
ing positions on the microstrip line due to application
of a force, we utilize 2 RF-switches with the duty cy-
cled clocking strategy described in Section 3.2. We use
the HMC544AE from Analog Devices in our prototype,
which is a reflective-open switch consistent with our duty
cycling requirements discussed in Section 3.2.

The final component in our prototype design is the
clock source. We use the timer channels in Arduino
Due with an Atmel SAM3X8E ARM Cortex-M3 pro-
cessor [36] to generate the duty cycled clock source as
described in Section 2. We generate a 25% duty cycled
1 kHz square wave, and a 75% duty cycled 2 kHz square
wave to modulate the two RF switches. This gives us
interference-free modulation at 1,4 kHz.

Hence our sensor prototype consists of five compo-
nents, shown in Fig. 12b, the microstrip line sensor, 2
RF switches, 2 clock sources, a splitter to combine out-
puts of the 2 switches and one antenna to communicate
the backscaterred phases to the wireless reader. The el-
ements in our design which require power thus are the 2
RF switches and the 2 clock sources. For switching at
kHz frequencies, we observed that the power consumed
by the 2 HMC544AE switches was almost similar to the

static power consumption of 3.3 µW (the static current
for switch at 3.3V voltage level is 0.5 µA [37]). Al-
though in our design we use a microcontroller to pro-
vide the clocks, by using low-powered oscillators, we
can meet the clocking requirements with about 2 µW
power budget [38]. Overall, the requirements are lesser
than 10µW which are modest enough to be supported
by a RF energy harvesting circuit. In recent works, pa-
pers have even shown more than 50 µW power being
harvested via RF signals, across 1cm of tissue [39].

4.4 Wireless Reader Implementation
The main task of the wireless reader is to transmit the
OFDM waveform and periodically estimate the channel,
so that phase changes at the shifted frequencies from the
sensor can be read wirelessly. To perform the chan-
nel estimation, we utilize a 64 subcarrier, 12.5 MHz
OFDM waveform. We test this for both center frequency
of 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz. We use separate antennas
for transmission and reception, and use the same USRP
N210 SDR [40]2 for both functions. Since the transmit
and receive chains are on the same device, they are syn-
chronized and will not show frequency/phase offsets. We
emphasize here that the arduino clock is not synchro-
nized with the other elements of the system since the
force sensor is deployed as a separate entity.

We use a 320 sample long OFDM preamble padded
with 400 zeros for the channel estimate. At the sam-

2We can potentially use a COTS device as well as the wireless
reader. Refer to Section 10.1 for a brief discussion on the same



pling rate used, this translates to fresh channel estimates
every T = 720

12.5×106 = 60 µs. Recall that to sense har-
monics, the maximum harmonic frequency which can
be sensed would be | fmax| = 1

2T ≈ 8.7 kHz due to the
Nyquist Limit. We therefore chose our sensor clock fre-
quencies to be 1,2 kHz, which would give modulation at
1,4 kHz, and falls comfortably within measurable limits.

5 Experimental Evaluation
Armed with a sensor model to get from phases to force
magnitude/location, as well as wireless reader and sensor
implementation to enable backscatter sensing capabili-
ties, we now evaluate the wireless performance of our
sensor in different indoor environments. The developed
sensor model is first used to estimate the force magni-
tude and location exerted on the sensor, and this pre-
dicted force magnitude/location is compared to ground
truth readings from the load cell and actuator position, as
shown in Fig. 12a. In addition, we plot empirical CDFs,
which allow us to understand the accuracy of our sens-
ing solution. Not restricting to over the air evaluations,
we even evaluate our sensor when the wireless propa-
gation occurs through tissue phantoms made to emulate
human tissues. We also show the capability of read-
ing forces from two sensors simultaneously. Finally, we
show that the force sensing works not only with the pre-
cision touches of the actuator, but can also detect the
force and contact location when a human interacts with
the sensor via finger touches.

5.1 Wireless Performance Evaluation
The first step in the wireless performance evaluation is
to verify if the estimated force magnitudes and locations
agree with the ground truth force-phase curves obtained
via the load cell and the VNA setup. For this purpose,
the setup illustrated in Fig. 12a is used3, with the sensor
on top of a platform having load cell to give ground truth
readings for the experiment, similar to the VNA exper-
iment in Section 4.2. Forces are applied between 0 and
8 N at 20, 40, 55 and 60 mm positions on the sensor.
From Table 1, we can clearly see that wireless sensing is
able to follow the VNA force-phase curves. Hence, this
allows to validate the wireless implementation.

Using the estimated values of force magnitudes and
force location to the ground truth, i.e. load cell read-
ings and indenter location, we plot empirical CDFs to
evaluate the wireless performance metrics. In Fig. 13a,
Fig. 13b, we see that median error of force magnitude
estimation of WiForce is 0.56 N when being read at 900
MHz, and 0.34 N when being read at 2.4 GHz. These
results are satisfactory, since the errors are a fraction
of the operating range of the sensor, which is approxi-
mately 8 N. One can observe that the error is lower at

3We also evaluate the performance of the sensing algorithm over a
range of distances till 2m. The results are presented in Section 10.3

high frequency. Since higher frequency signals accu-
mulate more phases for the same travelled distance, the
required granularity for phase sensing is more relaxed,
leading to lower error than sensing at low frequencies.
Another observation from Fig. 13a, Fig. 13b, is that the
sensor works uniformly across its length, i.e. error CDFs
are similar when plotted for touching at individual loca-
tions with increasing magnitude of forces.

Proceeding similarly, the median errors on the es-
timated force location is 0.86 mm at 900 MHz, and
0.59 mm at 2.4 GHz, as visible in Fig. 13c. Similar to
force magnitude CDFs, performance is better at a higher
frequency, since more phase change is accumulated per
unit length at higher frequencies, enabling finer loca-
tion estimation. These location results are satisfactory,
with about 5 times higher accuracy than reported in re-
cent work [41, 42], where errors are in the order of mag-
nitude of centimeters. The reasons for this improved
performance are two-fold. To localize the contact loca-
tion, WiForce correlates the extra separation between the
shorting points caused by sensor bending in the action
of a certain contact force. This correlation is enabled by
the novel two-ended sensing strategy of WiForce. This
is fundamentally very different from the past contact lo-
cation sensing approaches [41, 42]. Furthermore, this is
supported by a wideband phase sensing algorithm (Sec-
tion 3.3), which is capable of sensing these phases very
accurately and robustly, unlike the previous works which
used a narrowband RFID reader for the evaluations [41].

5.2 Testing with Tissue Phantoms
We now assess the performance of our backscatter sens-
ing strategy through human tissue. Propagation through
human tissues necessitates using 900 MHz over 2.4GHz,
as frequencies higher than 1 GHz are severely attenuated
in such environments [43, 44]. Wireless signals undergo
huge losses when they propagate through human tissue,
since these tissues are typically materials with high di-
electric constants (with εr > 10) [45]. Further, the propa-
gation is hampered via refraction and total internal prop-
agation effects, which exacerbate the losses. Thus, to
sense the robustness of our strategy with these impair-
ments, we use the setup visible in Fig. 13d. It consists
of a tissue phantom composed of three layers (muscle,
fat and skin, and thickness of 25, 10 and 2 mm, respec-
tively), with dielectric properties selected to mimic hu-
man tissue properties, as in [46].

During these experiments, we observe that there was
around 110 dB two-way backscatter loss from the TX-
sensor and sensor-RX, for center frequency 900 MHz,
when communicating through the tissue phantom. How-
ever, the direct path TX to RX signal had about 10-15 dB
loss. The dynamic range of the USRP SDR we use
was around 60 dB, because of which we can’t decode
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the weak backscattered signal under the presence of the
much stronger direct path signal. Hence, for these ex-
periments, we isolated the TX and RX with a metal plate
for this experiment. Because of the metal plate, the di-
rect path loss increased to about 60 dB, which allowed us
to decode the 50 dB lower backscattered signal at the re-
ceiver using the 60 dB dynamic range ADC of the USRP.
For this experiment, we apply contact force at 60 mm on
the sensor. We obtain similar performance as with the
over-the-air tests, with the median force error increas-
ing slightly from 0.56 N to 0.62 N (Fig. 13d). These
results demonstrate the robustness of WiForce’s wireless
capabilities, since the sensing algorithm was able to de-
code force readings from a weaker signal trough the tis-
sue phantom. In future works, the metal blockage can be
replaced by self-interference canceling strategies, how-
ever, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.3 Multi-sensor experiments
We also evaluate the capability of WiForce to sense from
multiple sensors simultaneously. The setup here consists
of two sensors placed on a platform, and we use a custom
designed indenture with the actuator in order to press on
the two sensors simultaneously (Fig. 12c). A load cell
is attached below the platform to measure the combined
forces acting on the platform (Fig. 14), whereas via wire-
less sensing from the two sensors we can estimate F1,F2
individually. In order to have separate identities for the
two ends of the other sensor, we modulate via 1400, 2800

Hz duty cycled waves (visually illustrated via red, blue
waves Fig. 12c, Fig 14).

By reading at these frequencies, we can wirelessly ob-
tain estimates F̂1, F̂2 of F1,F2. Because the load cell mea-
sures F1 +F2, we expect that adding these two estimates
should allow us to compare against the ground truth load
cell readings. The added estimates are expected to give a
median error of 1.12N, since one estimate from the sen-
sor comes with a median error of 0.56N at 900 MHz,
as profiled by the CDF plots (Fig. 13). Thus, we plot
F1 + F2 ± 1.12N as the blue shaded region as the ex-
pected median performance of the sensor to sense the
added force. Indeed, we see the added up estimates re-
specting the median error by being confined inside the
median error region (Fig. 14).

5.4 Getting More Than Finger Touch:
Measuring Fingertip Forces

We now motivate a UI use case, which has the potential
to improve and change the way users interact with digital
devices. For this purpose, we select a center frequency
of 2.4 GHz for our sensor, which is well-adapted to Wi-
Fi and Bluetooth devices. To assess the relevance of our
sensor for such applications, we use the fingertip, instead
of the actuated indenture, to press the sensor with varying
force levels. An operator presses the sensor at the 60 mm
location. We plot the force readings from the load cell
in real time, and use this real-time plot to give the user
visual cues to settle in to some force level. Then, we
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Figure 15: Wireless Sensing results for pressing at 60 mm
with increasing force levels via a fingertip. From (a) we see
that all the touch interactions at 60 mm±20mm were classified
correctly, as the sensor was pressed with a finite-width finger-
tip (about 15-20 mm [47, 48]). From (b), it can be seen that
WiForce was able to estimate increasing force levels accurately

estimate these force levels using WiForce to evaluate if it
can support these sensing capabilities.

Fig. 15 shows the evaluation results of WiForce’s ex-
periments. From Fig. 15a one can see that the sensor
could accurately detect the pressing location, which was
60 mm, with sufficient accuracy, considering the fact that
a typical human fingertip has a width and thickness of
approximately 15-20 mm [47, 48]. That is, even though
WiForce’s location sensing had sub-mm location sensing
accuracy, now the error source will most likely be com-
ing from the uncertainty of how operators press the sen-
sor with their finite width fingertips, instead of the pre-
cise point-pressing feature of the actuator before. Since
most of the readings are clustered ±20mm near the vi-
sual cue of 60mm given to the operators, WiForce does
operate under the practical limit of the experimental set-
ting due to finite width of the operators.

Further, in Fig. 15b, we see how WiForce is able to
get more than just binary touch sensing results. Not only
can WiForce detect the point where a finger touched the
sensor, going one step ahead, WiForce is able to detect
the force profiles of the touch interactions as well, which
motivates much improved UI use cases by getting more
than just touch/no touch information.

6 Discussions and Applications
The most natural usecase for such wireless haptic feed-
back lies in surgical robots and tools. Human hands are
extremely dexterous, and provide unparalleled sensory
feedback which enable very precise operations required
for surgery. However, we need tools and robots to em-
ulate the human hands when direct operation is not pos-
sible, such as during minimally invasive surgical oper-
ations. Ideally surgeons should receive haptic feedback
from the tools/robots they are operating, which would
require information of both force magnitude and contact
location. However, such haptic feedback is generally not
available in practice, and one reason has been that force
sensing modalities are still not evolved enough to support
these applications [5,49–52]. Loss of haptic feedback in-
creases the training time for surgeons, increases risk of
surgical errors, and hinders the closed-loop operation for
robot assisted surgeries [53–56].

The current form factor and sensor interface hinders
direct use of WiForce’s sensor in more complex surgi-
cal tasks requiring force feedback, such as cardiac abla-
tion [55] or pre-retinal membrane peeling [57]. However,
the sensor can help solve a major problem in laparoscopy
known as the fulcrum effect [58]. The fulcrum effect is
caused due to lever effect caused by contact forces be-
tween the body and surgical tool, at the entry point of
the surgical incision. Due to lack of feedback on both
the magnitude of force and location, the tool tend to slip,
which causes risks of tissue damage. A laparoscopic sur-
gical tool augmented with a WiForce sensor to determine
and localize the contact force can prevent this fulcrum
effect since the surgeon can do a closed loop correction
based on this haptic feedback.

Apart from surgical applications, sensing contact force
and location can be extremely useful for robotic tasks
which require a manipulator/gripper. Robotic manipula-
tors need this haptic feedback to determine how firmly
they have grasped a particular object [2, 3]. People have
attempted doing this via vision induced haptics [59, 60],
however, these methods typically require computation-
ally intensive algorithms and fail to meet the required
temporal rate of feedback required to determine if the
grasp of the object is loosening and slipping [61]. How-
ever, since wireless sensing is not bound to such issues,
and can be made near real-time. Thus, such sensors can
be used for direct and low-latency haptic feedback to im-
prove robotic manipulation operations.
Alongside the robotics centered applications, force sens-
ing can have many latent applications in the next gen-
eration interfaces for HCI/AR-VR. Smart surfaces have
been an active area of research, with touch sensing touted
to a game changer for ubiquitous computing [62–64].
Force sensing will add more depth to these touch sensing
solutions, and can lead to some unforeseen applications.



7 Future Work
Extending to 2-D continuum: The current sensor proto-
type of WiForce consists of sensing on a 1-D continuum.
To extend this sensing to a 2-D continuum, we can de-
ploy multiple WiForce sensors placed next to each other.
Hence, by reading phase changes from multiple WiForce
sensors, we can infer the location and contact force mag-
nitude on the 2-D continuum spanned by these multiple
sensors. A hindering factor to this 2-D extension is how
to address multiple touch points simultaneously, which
will be explored in future works.
Reducing the form factor: WiForce is the first work
which presents such a low-powered sensor, and thus nat-
urally leads the way to realize a battery-free haptic feed-
back. The current sensor prototype of WiForce is 80 mm
long, and about 10 mm thick. With the current form fac-
tor, the sensor is not directly applicable for some of the
medical applications which need smaller sensors. The
sensors can get to the correct form-factor requirements
by designing integrated circuits, antenna and the sensor
fabrication. To make the sensor prototype more flexible,
we will explore new fabrication strategies like flexible
PCB printing and creating custom RF connectors.

8 Related Work
Force sensors have been developed using a variety of
transduction mechanisms, such as capacitive, piezoresis-
tive, piezoelectric, optical, magnetic, and inductive [65].
There are a number of tradeoffs among the various mech-
anisms, including, for example, sensitivity, spatial reso-
lution, accuracy, power consumption, and size. To meet
the requirements of many emerging systems, particularly
those where it may be difficult to have a physical wired
connection to the sensors, many researchers have been
investigating the creation of wireless sensors.

Wireless force sensors: A number of wireless ca-
pacitive force sensors that leverage a change in capaci-
tance due to deformation have been recently developed.
For example, a flexible capacitive sensor was created for
wirelessly measuring strain in tires [66], and a capaci-
tive textile sensor was developed for wireless respiratory
monitoring [67]. While the capacitive sensing paradigm
can work well for a number of force sensing applications,
it is not naturally compatible with wireless sensing. In
order to wirelessly transmit force information obtained
through capacitive sensing, additional hardware and cir-
cuits are needed, complicating the design.

Inductor-capacitor (LC) wireless sensors are passive
devices that can remotely sense a number of parameters,
including pressure. The working principle of these sen-
sors is based on changes in the capacitance that causes
a shift in the LC resonant frequency, which can be wire-
lessly measured [68, 69]. A number of these LC sensors
have been developed for applications like monitoring of

pressures during arterial blood flow [70], and the mea-
sure of finger tip forces during athletic activities [71].
However, the resonance frequency of these sensors is
in the range of a few hundred kHz to a few MHz [69],
which makes wireless sensing difficult. As a conse-
quence, these sensors suffer from short interrogation dis-
tances in the range of a few centimeters [69, 72].

There has also been a large body of research on strain
sensors [35, 73–76]. In strain sensing, instead of sens-
ing the normal transversal force, the longitudinal force is
sensed. Longitudinal force has a tendency to stretch and
elongate the object it is acting upon, hence these sensors
estimate the change in the length to infer strain. Thus,
most of the wireless strain sensors exploit the shifts in
resonant frequencies to sense strain. Thhat is, to in-
fer strain, a wireless reader evaluates signal strength at
multiple frequencies, to estimate the resonant frequency,
where a notch will form in the signal strength measure-
ments. It is well known that signal strength is a fickle
quantity easily corrupted by multipath. Indeed, most of
these works show evaluations in a controlled, anechoic
environment, and the technology has not been found to
be robust to static multipath [74].

Backscatter sensing systems: Recent advancements
in ‘backscatter sensing’ has enabled the creation of pas-
sive, battery-free touch interfaces. Touch sensing has
been a well explored use case of RFID-based sens-
ing [41, 42, 77–82]. IDSense [82] utilized the fact that
reflected RSS and phase change in a unique way when
the RFID chip is touched, and following up on this Pa-
perId [81] even gave a simple manufacturing method by
which one could simply use an inkjet printer to manufac-
ture these RFID tags and augment everyday objects with
touch interactions. RIO [41] further explored the touch
to reflected signal phase mapping to extend touch sens-
ing to multiple RFID tags by utilizing mutual coupling
effects, and extended the design further to use custom
designed, application specific RFID tags. Livetag [42]
presented a similar touch sensing system showing how to
sense these touch interactions using Wi-Fi based readers,
instead of relying on expensive, dedicated RFID readers
used by earlier works. However, none of these systems
could sense force magnitude and were limited to sens-
ing just the position where the tag was being touched in
order to sense simple gestures/sliding movements etc.
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10 Appendix
10.1 Replacing SDR with COTS

We can read the sensor using a COTS-WiFi imple-
mentation which can provide CSI, like Quantenna [83].
With COTS devices, periodic channel estimates can be
obtained with similar time latency as compared to our
implementation using SDRs. In our implementation,
T = 60µs (Section 4.4), which is reasonably higher than
packet sizes of 12µs achievable by 1 Gbps WiFi sys-
tems [84]. A potential issue could be MAC overheads, as
also cited in [84], however, we can alter the packet struc-
ture slightly to avoid backoffs which can mitigate against
the MAC overheads. However, with COTS devices, we
will have to deal with CFO effects in the measured chan-
nel response.

In our implementation on USRP, we had TX and RX
sharing the same RF chain. With COTS devices like
quantenna, we will have TX and RX as separate devices
which might not be able to share a clock, thus leading to
frequency and phase offsets. Although WiForce design is
robust to phase offsets due to our differential phase sens-
ing approach, we would need to counter CFO. To counter
the CFO effects, we can use the fact that CFO will remain
same for both the direct path between TX and RX, and
the reflected signal from the sensor. To do so, we can
consider a differential sensing approach by calculating
phase relative to the direct path, and similar approaches
have been explored to do so in past work [85, 86]

10.2 HFSS Simulations
For an air substrate microstrip transmission line,

we have the following equation which governs the

impedance matching, Z = 60ln

[
6h
w +

√
1+
(

2h
w

)2
]

,

where h is the vertical separation between signal and
ground trace, and w is the width of the signal trace [87].



Setting Z = 50 Ω in the above equation, gives us the oper-
ating h

w ratio to be approximately 5 : 1. In order to inter-
face SMA connectors to the air-substrate microstrip line
designed, we have to increase the width of the ground
trace so that the bottom legs of the SMA connector can
be soldered directly to the ground trace.

However, we notice some deviation from this ratio
when the width of ground trace is increased to allow for
easier interfacing with SMA connectors. We simulate the
sensor in Ansys HFSS (Fig. 16) to determine this devi-
ation, and observe that the ideal operating ratio shifts to
about 4:1 instead of 5:1 when the width of ground trace
is increased.
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Figure 16: HFSS simulation results: as the ground layer width
is increased to allow for easier interfacing with the SMA con-
nector, the ideal height:width ratio decreases from 5:1 to 4:1.

10.3 Performance with distance
We also evaluate our sensor and wireless reader design
over a range of distances. For this experiment, we place
the TX antenna, sensor antenna and RX antenna along a
straight line. The TX antenna is placed 4 m away from
the RX antenna, and the sensor is moved from the mid-
point, which is 2 m away from both to distances, closer
to the RX antenna, and farther away from the TX an-
tenna. The TX power is set to 10 dBm, and the cen-
ter frequency for this experiment was 900 MHz. We
can observe that the sensor gives accurate and satisfy-
ing phase stability of less than 1o even at a distance of
1 m, 3 m from the RX/TX, and acceptable within 5o per-
formance even at the worst 2 m, 2 m distance from the
TX/RX. These operating distances are comparable with
previously shown evaluations with RFID based backscat-
ter at 900 MHZ [41], which tested sensing at a maximum
distance of 2 m from the RFID reader.
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Figure 17: Testing WiForce over a range of distances
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